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By treating the interfaces
of a module specification
as a production,
we combine notions from
the well known theory of algebraic graph grammars
with the theory of large software system
specifications
to tackle the problem of designing modular systems. Given a goal specification,
a
library of module specifications
as reusable software components
and a collection of “primitive”
realized data type specifications,
the designing of a system consisting only of the library components
to realize the goal is reduced to deriving the goal from the primitive specification
using the given
productions.
If a derivation sequence exists, direct derivations
and operations
on productions
are
converted into the design of a modular system.

Introduction

Transformations
of graphs and, more generally,
of “structures”
occur in many
areas of computer science. Originated
in the late 1960s with problems of pattern
recognition,
the development
of graph grammars has seen its interaction
with areas
such as VLSI layout schemes, data bases, knowledge
representation,
analysis of
concurrent
systems, parallel computer architecture
and software specification
and
development,
among others [ 11,121.
In this paper, we take as point of departure
the algebraic approach
based on
“categorical
gluing” (defined in [13] and [21] and further developed in [5, 14,9, S])
and modify it to apply its principles
to modular
software design. The modular
approach to the development
of large software systems we consider here is based
on the formalization
of a module specification
as presented in [15,2]. This notion
is an extension
of the notion of algebraic specification
of abstract data types. It
consists of four parts: an import interface, an export interface, a parameter
part
that they share, and a body. Its semantics is taken to be a functorial transformation
from models of the import interface to models of the export interface. In the simplest
framework of the basic algebraic case, the four parts are represented
by algebraic
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specifications,
with properties of the operations
expressed as equations or positive
conditional
equations,
and are related by specification
morphisms.
The formalism
has been extended
[7] or specifications

to include algebraic constraints
in more general institutions.

The stepwise modular development
mechanisms
to form the horizontal
interconnection
specifications,
l

union,

mechanisms
have been
parametrized
by specification

where the corresponding

ing the common
l

of software
structuring

subpart

and first order logical

formulas

systems requires interconnection
of module specifications.
These

modelled
as operations
on module
morphisms.
Among them are

parts of two modules

are put together

by specify-

to be identified;

composition,
where the export interface
interface of another module;

of one module

is matched

with the import

actualization,
where the parameter part is replaced by an actual specification;
extension,
recursion,
product,
and partial
composition
and actualization
[2,18,19].
The correctness
of all the resulting modules (with the exception of recursion [IS])
is a consequence
of the correctness
of the combining
ones; furthermore,
their
semantics can be expressed uniquely in terms of those of the original modules.
The interfaces
and their shared parameter
part are the only parts of a module
visible from the outside (e.g., system designer, user) and provide the “gates” through
which each module interacts with the other modules. The problem we discuss in
this paper is the following:
given a library of module
specifications
and the
specification
of a basic data type realized in the environment,
is it possible to design
a modular system, using the given library, which realizes a goal specification?
Our approach to tackling this problem is based on viewing the visible part of a
module specification
as a production.
The library of modules consists of a set of
“productions”
(each realized by possibly more than one body), the basic data types
are represented
by the initial specification
and the answer to our problem
is
affirmative if the goal specification
can be generated from a subspecification
of the
initial configuration
using the library productions.
Each direct derivation
and each
combination
of productions
corresponds
to an operation
on the module
l

l

specifications

represented

as productions

by their interfaces.

The body part of each

module in the modular design so obtained is not relevant. What is important is that
the interfaces are realized and that the operations, used in the design and synthesized
from the derivation
sequence,
are correct. The final parallel derivation
sequence
SPECOJ”
SPECl from a subspecification
of the basic data type specification
to
the goal specification
can then be translated into a modular design which, given an
algebra of the built-in type, provides an algebra of the goal type.
Restricting our attention to the basic algebraic case for simplicity of presentation,
this paper is organized as follows: after reviewing the basic terminology
and main
definitions
of module specifications
with some of their interconnections
in Section
2, we introduce the notion of SPEC-production
and direct derivation
via a double
pushout construction
in Section 3. We then investigate the notion of applicability,
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by showing that an Extended Gluing Condition guarantees the existence of a pushout
complement,
the notions of composition
and amalgamation
of productions
and that
of independence
problem

of derivations

of translating,

applicability

on specifications.

into system design, concepts

as actualization

and amalgamation

In Section

4, we deal with the

of SPEC-productions
as union.

some conclusions,
discuss some work under way and mention
solved in the next phases of this investigation.

In Section

by viewing
5, we draw

some problems

to be

2. Module specifications
In this section we review some basic notions of algebraic specifications
[lo], the
concept of module specification
[2] and the operations of composition,
actualization
and
union
comprising
the horizontal
structuring
mechanism
of module
specifications.
We consider only the basic algebraic case of module specifications
without

constraints

in the sense of [7].

Basic terminology
An algebraic specijication SPEC = (S, OP, E) consists of a set S of sorts, a set OP
of operation
symbols and a set E of (positive conditional)
equations.
The three
parts of a specification
ACT are referred to by using the subscripts ACTS, ACTop
and ACTE. For NE OP, sorts(N)
denotes the set of sorts of the signature of N. A
specijication
morphism
f: SPECl+
SPEC2
is
a
signature
morphism
(fs,fop) : (Sl, OPl) + (S2,OP2)
such that f#(El)
are provable, in some fixed calculus, from E2. For simplicity,
we will restrict most of our discussion
to strict
morphisms
for which f#(El)
is contained
in E2. Specifications
and specification
morphisms
define a category CATSPEC,
which is closed under pushouts
[lo].
Alg(SPEC)
is the category of SPEC-algebras
and SPEC-homomorphisms.
A set E
of equations is minimal in SPEC = (S, OP, E) if Alg(SPEC) = Alg((S, OP, E’)) and
E 1 E’ implies E = E’. Each specification
morphism f: SPECl + SPEC2 defines a
forgetfulfunctor
V, : Alg( SPEC2) + Alg( SPECl ) and a free functor F, : Alg( SPECl)
Alg(SPECZ),
the left adjoint of v,. For more details, see [lo].

+

Definition 2.1 (Module specification).
(a) A module speciJication MOD consists of
four algebraic specifications
PAR (parameter
part), EXP (export interface),
IMP
(import interface)
and BOD (body) and four specification
morphisms
as in the
following commutative
diagram
PAR c

EXP

i1
IMP

”
I
BOD

-

s
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(b) A module
Alg(BOD)
(c)

specification

is strongly

The semantics

persistent

is correct if the free functor F, : Alg(IMP)
= A for all IMP-algebras
A).
(i.e., V,(F,(A))

MOD

SEM of MOD

Interpretation
The interfaces represent
interfaces are “contained”

is the functor

V,. Fs: Alg(IMP)

+

+ Alg(EXP).

the only information
available outside the module. Both
in the body specification,
which provides an implementa-

tion of EXP by IMP. The operations
and sorts in BOD but not in EXP are to be
considered
hidden. The semantics of MOD is a transformation
between algebras:
the import specifies the kind of algebra to be provided to the module to obtain an
algebra which satisfies the export interface. The two interfaces share a parameter
part, which, if the module is correct, is the only part of any IMP-algebra
A guaranteed
to be left unchanged
by the semantical
transformation
(x.(A) = V,(SEM(A))).
If
PAR= IMP and EXP = BOD, this notion
coincides
with that of parametrized
specification
in [lo].

Example 2.2. The example of a module for a flight schedule with flight number
(f”), destination
and departure,
is taken from [2]. Denoting by boo1 the standard
specification
of boolean values, FS-MOD = (FS-PAR, FS-EXP, FS-IMP, FS-BOD)
where
FS-PAR

= boo1 +

m
opns

f *,dest, dep
EQF: f *f*+ boo1

eqns

NODEP : +dep
EQF( F*, F”) = TRUE

FS-IMP
FS-EXP

m
opns

eons

= FS-PAR,
= FS-PAR+
fs
CREATE-FS
: + fs
SEARCH-FS
:f * fs + boo1
ADD-FS :f * dest dep fs + fs
RETURN-FS
:f * fs + dep
CHANGE-FS
:f* dep fs + f
SEARCH-FS(
F*, CREATE-FS)
= FALSE
SEARCH-FS(
F”, FS) = TRUE j ADD-FS( F”, DEST, DEP, FS) = FS,
SEARCH-FS(
F*, FS) = TRUE =3
RETURN-FS(
F*, CHANGE-FS(
F*, DEP, FS)) = DEP.
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= FS-EXP+

opns

TAB :f* dest dep fs + fs

eqns

ADD-FS(

F*, DEST, DEP, CREATE-FS)

= TAB( F*, DEST, DEP, CREATE-FS)
ADD-FS( F*l, DESTl, DEPl, TAB( F*, DEST, DEP, FS))
=ifEQF(F*l,
then TAB(F*,
e&

F”)
DEST, DEP, FS)

TAB( F*, DEST, DEP, ADD-FS(

SEARCH-FS(

F*, CREATE-FS)

F*l,

DESTl,

DEPl,

FS))

= FALSE

SEARCH-FS(
F*, TAB( F*l, DEST, DEP, FS))
= EQF(F*, F*l) a SEARCH-FS(F*,
FS)
RETURN-FS(
F”, CREATE-FS)
= NODEP
RETURN-FS(
F”, TAB( F*l, DEST, DEP, FS)) =
if EQF(F*, F*l) then DEP &
RETURN-FS(F*,
FS)
CHANGE-FS(
F*, DEP, CREATE-FS)
= CREATE-FS
CHANGE-FS(F*,
DEP, TAB(F”1, DESTl, DEPl, FS))
=ifEQF(F*,
F*l)
then TAB( F*, DESTl, DEP, FS)
&
TAB(F*l,
DESTl, DEPl, CHANGE-FS(F*,
DEP, FS)).
The four specification
morphisms
e,l i, s and u are all inclusions.
The operation
TAB in the body is used to implement
the exported operation ADD but, not being
present in FS-EXP, is not visible to the outside. The semantics of the module reflects
the fact that the operations
in the body not already in the import have only the
properties
specified by their (equational)
definitions
and the consequences
(in the
usual equational
calculus) of these definitions. In other words, the defining equations
can be seen as rewrite rules to compute the value of the functions.
With this view
of the body equations,
the correctness
of the module specification
corresponds
to
the property that the rewrite rules just mentioned
define a total function if the result
is of a sort of the import algebra. No such restrictions
are imposed on operations
with result value of a new sort.
Definition 2.3 (Submodule and union). A module speci$cation morphism m : MOD0 +
MOD1 is a four-tuple
m = (m,, mE, m,, ms) of specification
morphisms
making
each square of the following diagram commute
PAR0
mP

2

I

PAR1
The morphism

EXPO A
mE

- el

I

EXPl

m is called

BODO &!---

consistent

BODl

z

I

I

mL3

- Ul

IMP0

I

mP

ml

sl

IMP1

if V,,, . F”, = E”, . V,,.

PAR0

7

PAR1
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MOD0 is a submodule specification
of MOD1 if there is an injective
module specification
morphism
m : MOD0 -+ MODl. Given a submodule

consistent
MOD0 of

MOD1

the union

and MOD2

via ml:MODO+

MOD1

and m2:MODO+MOD2,
m2,

is the module

MOD3 = MOD1 + MoDOMOD2 where each component

is the pushout

object (in the

of ml

m2 and the

of MOD1
category

and

MOD2

CATSPEC)

morphisms

w.r.t.

MODO,

ml

of the corresponding

are induced

by the universal

and

components
property

of pushouts

and

specification

[2].

Interpretation

Each

component

of MOD3

is obtained

by taking

the disjoint

union

of the

corresponding
components
of MOD1 and MOD2 and then identifying
the images
of MOD0 under ml and m2. Parts in common to MOD1 and MOD2 not contained
in MOD0 are duplicated.
Each IMP3-algebra
A3 is the amalgamated
sum Al +ao A2
of IMPj-algebras
[ 10, l] and the semantics SEMl +s,,,
SEM2 of MOD3 transforms
Al and A2 exactly as SEMl and SEM2 would: the consistency
of ml and m2
guarantees
that
the restriction
of SEMi
to A0 is exactly
SEMO (i.e.
V mZ, . SEM2.
Vm2, = I’,,, . SEMl . V,,,).
of
actualization
The
operation
of
a module
specification
MOD =
(PAR, EXP, IMP, BOD) consists of “replacing”
the parameter
part PAR by a
(parametrized)
specification
PS = (Par, ACT) with j : Par + ACT via a parameter
passing morphism
h : PAR + ACT.
Definition 2.4 (Actualization).
Given
a module
specification
MOD = (PAR,
EXP, IMP, BOD), a parametrized
specification
PS = (Par, ACT) and a parameter
passing specification
morphism
h : PAR+ ACT, the actualization of MOD by PS
uia h, denoted
by act,,(PS, MOD), is the module
specification
MOD1 = (Par,
EXPl, IMPl, BODl), where EXPl = ACT +rAR EXP, IMP1 = ACT +PAR IMP and
BODl= IMP1 +,MP BOD and the specification
morphisms
are induced by the universal property of the pushouts.
PAR
Par B

-

EXP

I ?b,(J-

IMP1

_!_??

EXPl

., BODl

Interpretation

The parameter part PAR of MOD is replaced by ACT, whose sorts and operations
are added to the interfaces and the body. The parameter
part of the new module
specification
MOD1 is that of the parametrized
specification
PS (which could be
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A’+p

The semantics
SEM(A),

where

SEMl

AeAlg(IMP),

The third basic operation
the import
of another

interface

of the actualized

specifications

specification

one. The “unused”

is given by SEM 1(A’ + p A) =
and P= V,(A)=

A’EA~~(ACT)

on module

of a module

module

provide

V,(A’).

is that of composition,

is “matched”

interfaces
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where

with the export interface

two of the components

of the

composite module specification.
A specification
morphism h provides the match of
the import interface of MOD1 with the export interface of MOD2. The new body
is the body BODl where IMP1 has been replaced by BOD2. Unlike the product
on modules

[19], the operations

of EXP2 are no longer

exported

by the resulting

module.
Definition 2.5

(Composition).

Given

module

specifications

MODj = (PARj,

EXPj, IMPj, BODj),j
= 1,2, and an interface morphism h : IMP1 + EXP2, the comMOD1 .,, MOD2
is the
module
specification
MOD3 = (PAR3,
EXP3, IMP3, BOD3) as in the following diagram

position

PAR3

+

1p-b-

PAR1

-

IMP1 -

EXPl = EXP3

BODl

I I

h

PAR2

IMP3 = IMP2

+

EXP2

-+ BOD2 -

BOD3

where BOD3 is the pushout object of sl : IMP1 + BODl and h. v2: IMP1 + BOD2
and PAR3 is the pullback object of e2 : PAR2 + EXP2 and il . h : PAR1 + EXP2.
As for actualization

and union,

the resulting

module

is correct

if the component

modules MOD1 and MOD2 are, and its semantics SEM3 is given by the composition
SEMl . V,. SEM2 of the respective semantics, interfaced by the “translation”
via h.
It is sufficient [ 171 to consider composition
with an identity morphism id in place
of h. We will drop the subscript and just write MOD1 . MOD2.

3. Modules as productions
As we have seen in the previous section, a module specification
consists of four
parts: two interfaces, a shared parameter part and a body. Of these parts, only the
interfaces and the parameter are visible to the system designer. The interfaces and
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their shared parameter
with the other

1 Rule-based

part provide

modules,

design of modular systems

the “gates”

via specification

through

which each module

morphisms.

Our approach

interacts

is based

on

viewing the interfaces of a module specification
as a production
and on applying
these productions
to the initial specification.
If the goal specification
is generated,
then it can be realized
the productions

and the modular

are applied

system can be built using the way in which

and the parallel,

concurrent

and amalgamated

produc-

tions which may have been constructed
during the derivation.
How to translate
these derivations
into modular systems is the topic of the next section. In this section
we define the basic notions
common

of SPEC-derivation,

to graph grammars.

derivations
are symmetric,
search methods to determine
depth-first,

breadth-first,

It should

production

be pointed

and other basic concepts

out that the productions

and the

and therefore
no assumptions
are made on possible
the realizability
of the goal specification
(goal-oriented,

etc.).

Definition 3.1 (SPEC-production).
(a) A SPEC-production
is an ordered
pair,
denoted by PRO = (IMP+ PAR+ EXP), of SPEC-morphisms
i : PAR+ IMP and
e: PAR-+ EXP with a common domain.
(b) A direct derivation via the production
PRO consists of the following two
pushout

diagrams

in the category
IMP

CATSPEC
I

-

PAR -

L-CON-R
PRO: L=+R

and

say that

necessary to specify the morphism
injective if i and e are injective.

EXP

d

P

We write

e

R is derivable from
c, we write

L via PRO.

(PRO, c) : LJR.

When

it is

A production

is

Interpretation
The middle specification
PAR represents the part of IMP left unchanged
by the
production.
The specification
CON in the direct derivation
is the part of L not
affected by the derivation:
it is the “context” of the derivation
and it is “glued” to
the right hand side EXP of the production
via the common subspecification
PAR,
between the unchanged
context and the modified
which represents the “interface”
part (from IMP to EXP). Notice that if PRO: L+R,
PRO-’ is the production
(EXP + PAR + IMP).

then

PRO-’ : R=+L,

where

Example 3.2. The interfaces of the FS-MOD of Example 2.2 along with the obvious
inclusions
form a production
of algebraic
specifications
FS-PRO.
When this

139
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production

is applied

to the specification

L = nat + string where

nat = boo1 + sorts nat
opns 0 : + nat
succ : nat + nat
Eq : nat nat + boo1
eqns

Eq(succ(x),
succ(y)) = Eq(x, y)
Eq(x, x) = TRUE
Eq(0, succ(x)) = FALSE
Eq(succ(x),

0) = FALSE

and
string = sorts alph, str
opns

eqns

EMPTY: + str
MAKE : alph + str
CONC : str str+ str
CONC(CONC(x,
y), z) = CONC(x,
CONC(EMPTY,
x) =x = CONC(x,

via the specification
&(f*)

= nat = Z,(dep),

it produces
R=L+m

ovns

eqns

Notice

morphism
I,(dest)

1: FS-IMP

CONC(y,
EMPTY)

z))

+ nat + string with

= str, lor(EQF)

= Eq, Z,,(NODEP)

= EMPTY,

the specification
fs
CREATE-FS
SEARCH-FS

: +fs
: nat fs + boo1

ADD-FS : nat str nat fs + fs
RETURN-FS
: nat fs + dep
CHANGE-FS
: nat nat fs + fs
SEARCH-FS(
N, CREATE-FS)
= FALSE
SEARCH-FS(
N, FS) = TRUE
=3 ADD-FS( N, STI, ST2, FS) = FS,
SEARCH-FS(
N, FS) = TRUE
j
RETURN-FS(
N, CHANGE-FS(
N, STl, FS)) = STl.

that in this example

the effect of applying

the production

is to add to the

specifications
of nat and string the five operator symbols labelled with -FS and the
corresponding
equations.
This is always the case when the production
is deductive,
i.e., when PAR= IMP. In this case, it is sufficient to have a specification
morphism
I: IMP+ L to obtain a direct derivation via the production.
In general, a production
PRO = (IMP+ PAR+ EXP) is applicable to the specification
L if there exists a
context specification
CON and a specification
morphism
c: PAR+ CON such that
L=IMP+
raRCON,
i.e., if L can be decomposed
into two parts IMP and CON
which share exactly the PAR part of the production.
PAR represents the “boundary”
between the part IMP involved in the derivation
via PRO and the part CON not
affected by the production.
The result of the derivation
is then the specification
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obtained

by “gluing”

CON and EXP via PAR. In general,

the “pushout

complement”

CON = L -PAR IMP need not exist even if L 2 IMP.
Example

3.3. Let

PAR=a
IMP=

SO
m

nat

opns

0 : + nat
succ : nat -+ nat

eqns

O+n=n

+ : nat nat + nat

L=IMP+opns

pre:nat+nat
pre(n)+m=pre(n+m)
pre(succ( n)) = n
succ(pre( n)) = n

eqns

with i,(sO) = nat, iOp empty, and with inclusion
as the occurrence
morphism
1.
Any production
with PAR+ IMP as the first morphism is not applicable
to the
specification

L because

there

is no context

specification

CON

such

that

L=

(CONS, CONop, CONE) in fact would have
IMP +PAR CON. Such a specification
one sort, call it SO, the operator symbol pre : nat + nat and the three equations present
in L but not in IMP. But such a triple is not a well defined specification
since the
operator symbol pre has in its signature the sort nat not in CONS. Adding the sort
nat to CONs would give us two distinct “nat” sorts in Ls, since nat is not a sort
of PAR.
Intuitively,
for the pushout complement
to exist, the specification
CON on the
one hand should contain all the sorts and operator symbols of PAR, and the sorts
and operator symbols of L not contained in IMP. Also for CON to be well defined,
the operator symbols cannot use sorts not contained
in the set of sorts S,,,
(in a
representation
of specifications
as graphs with sorts as nodes and operators
as
(hyper)edges,

these

operators

would

correspond

to “dangling”

edges,

i.e., edges

without source or target node). Finally, the equations
ECoN of CON cannot be
formed using operator
symbols not in OPcoN if we want a properly
defined
morphism
I: IMP+ L is injective, this is all that
specification.
If the “occurrence”
is needed for 1 to be applicable.
If not, then there are some technical conditions
that require the items collapsed by I to be “gluing” items.
Definition 3.4 (Gluing Condition). Given two specification
SPECl and gl : SPECl+
SPEC3 define
ID(gl)s
ID(gI

= {sl E Sl: 3.~1’~ Sl, sl’#
{NE OPl: YN’EOPl,

sl, gl,(sl)
N#

morphisms

=gl,(sl’)},

N’, gl,,(N)=gl,,(N’)}.

fl : SPECO +
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of modular systems

Then gl is injective up tofl if fls(SO) =) ID(gl)SI and flo,(OPO)
2 ID(gl
morphisms fl and gl satisfy the Gluing Condition if gl is injective up to fl
= {s E Sl: 3N E OP3 -gl,,(OPl)
fls(SO) 1 DANG(gl),
where DANG(g1)

The
and
and

gl,(s)Esorts(ZV)}.
Theorem 3.5 (Pushout
complement).
gl : SPECl+
SPEC3, de$ne
S2=S3-gl,(Sl-fl,(SO))
Zffl

Given

morphisms

fl : SPECO + SPECl

and

and OP2=OP3-glo,(OPl-fl,,(OPO)).

and gl satisfy the Gluing Condition

and E2 = E3 - gl#( E 1 -fl”(

EO)) is a set

of equations in the signature (S2,OP2),
then the specification SPEC2 = (S2,OP2, E2)
is a pushout
complement
of SPECl,
i.e., there exist specijication
morphisms
such
that
f2 : SPECO + SPECZ
and
g2 : SPEC2 + SPEC3
SPEC3 =
SPECl + sPECOSPEC2 in CATSPEC.
Conversely, if SPEC3 = SPECl +sPEC,, SPEC2
in CATSPEC,
then there is a set of equations E3’, minimal among those equivalent
to E3 and containing E 1, such that E3’- gl#( E 1 -fl”(
EO)) is a set of equations in
the signature (g2,(S2),
g2,,(OP2)).
Proof. Let

SPEC2 = (S2,OP2,

E2)

as

in

the

statement

of

the

theorem;

let

g2 : SPEC2 + SPEC3 be the obvious inclusion
and f2(x) = gl . fl(x)
for both sorts
and operator symbols.
We need to show that f2 and g2 are specification
morphisms and that the diagram
SPECl
Kr
1
SPEC3

v

-

fl

SPECO
f2
I
SPEC2

is a pushout, besides being commutative
by definition.
First of all, the condition
fls(SO) =DANG(gl)
guarantees
that all the sorts
appearing
in OP2 are in S2 and therefore,
with the additional
condition
on the
equations,
that SPEC2 is a well defined specification.
The inclusions
g2s and g20p
form a specification
morphism
since the inclusion
E3 1 E2 implies that g2#(E2)
is provable
from E3. The well definedness
of f2 = (gls *fls, glop *floe)
as a
specification
morphism
follows from the fact that E2 = gl#fl#(EO)
and thus
obviously that f2#( EO) = gl#fl#(
EO) is provable from E2.
To check the universal property of the diagram above, let h 1: SPECl + SPEC and
h2: SPEC2 -+ SPEC be such that hl . f 1 = h2 - f2 and define h3 : SPEC3 + SPEC by
h3(x) = hl(x1) if x = gl(x1) and h3(x) = h2(x2) if x = g2(x2). The fact that gl and
g2 are jointly surjective and the conditions
fls(SO)=ID(gl)s
and flo,(OPO)I
ID(gl)0p
guarantee
the well definedness
and uniqueness
of such morphisms.
The
usual commutative
properties
follow from the definition of h3.
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To conclude

that h is a SPEC-morphism,

design of modular systems
we need to show that h#( E3) is provable

from
E.
By definition,
h#(E3)=h”(gl#(El)ug2#(E2))=h#(gl#(El))u
h#(g2#( E2)) = h l#(El)
u h2#( E2). Since h 1” and h2” are specification
isms, both hl#(El)
proof

of the theorem

and h2#( E2) are provable
is complete.

morph-

from E and thus so is h#(E3).

The

0

Remarks 3.6. Notice that the pushout complement
constructed
in Theorem 3.5 is a
minimal pushout complement,
where g2 is injective. It is minimal in the sense that
if in the diagram

D = B f, Cl = B +a C2 and gl is injective, then there is h : C2+ Cl such that
g2 = gl . h. For x E C2, g2(x) E D and since 1 and gl are jointly surjective
l
l

if g2(x)=gl(y)
for yE Cl then h(x)=y
if g2(x) = l(z) then x =f2(y) and z = m(y) for some y E A and thus h(x) =fl(y).

There may be several pushout complements
of SPECl with respect to SPEC3
and SPECO (written SPEC2 = SPEC3 -sPECO SPECl), but only one minimal (up to
isomorphism).
The pushout complement
is also unique, if it exists, whenever fl is
injective.
We will assume for simplicity
of presentation
that all our productions
have injective

morphisms.

Corollary 3.7. In the category ofspecijications and strict speci$cation morphisms,
given Sl : SPECO+ SPECl and gl : SPECl + SPEC3, there exists a pushout complement SPEC2 = SPEC3 -SPECO SPECl if and only if fl and gl satisfy the Gluing
Condition and E2 = E3 - gl#( E 1 -f l#( EO)) is contained in the set of all equations
over (S2,OP2).
Productions
can be combined to yield other productions,
whose applicability
behavior can sometimes be derived from those of the component
productions.
the remainder
of the paper we will consider onZy strict morphisms.

and
In

Definition 3.8 (Composite production).
The composite PRO1 . PRO2 of two productions PROj = (IMPjt
PARj + EXPj), j = 1,2, with EXPl = IMPZ, is the production
(IMP3 t PAR3 + EXP3)
. IMP3 = IMPl,
. EXP3 = EXP2,

where
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the pullback
. PAR3 = PAR1 xEXP, PAR2,
i2 : PAR2 + IMP2,
l i3 : PAR3 + IMP3 = PAR3 + PAR1 + IMPl,
l

object

of

el:PARl+EXPl

and

e3 : PAR3 + EXP3 = PAR3 + PAR2 + EXP2.

Notice

that if il and i2 are injective,

Definition 3.9
PR02: Hl=$H
IMP2,

so is i3.

(Matched
derivations).
Two
derivations
PRO1 : GjGl
are matched if EXPl-+ Gl = IMP2+ Hl (i.e., same domain

same codomain

Gl = Hl

and same occurrence

of EXPl

and
EXPl =

in Gl).

The proof that two matched derivations
can be replaced by a direct
via the composite production
needs the following general result.

derivation

Lemma 3.10. If the diagram
SPECO fl

SPECl

.I2
i
SPEC2

gl
1
SPEC3

82

is a pullback in CATSPEC,
gl and g2 are jointly surjective (i.e., gl(SPECl)u
g2(SPEC2) 1 SPEC3 for sorts, operations and equations), and gl and g2 are injective
up to fl and f2, respectively, then the diagram is a pushout.
Proof. Let hl :SPECl+
SPEC and h2: SPEC2+ SPEC besuch that h2 .f2 = hl .fl.
We need to show that there exists a unique h : SPEC3 -+ SPEC such that hj = h. gj,
j = 1,2. Let x E SPEC3 and define h(x) = hi(y) if x = gl(y), y E SPECl.
To prove that h is well defined and unique, it is sufficient to show that, for
y, y’~ SPECl, if gl(y) = gl(y’), then hi(y) = hl(y’). By assumption
on gl, there
exist z, z’ E SPECO such that y =fl(z)
and y’ =fl (z’). By the pullback
property,
and
therefore
f2( 2) =f2( z’)
hi(y) = hl(fl(z))
= h2(f2(z))
= h2(f2(z’))
=
hl(fl(z’))
= hl(y’).
Similarly for x = g2( w) for some w E SPEC2. The uniqueness
of h is a consequence
of the joint surjectivity
of gl and g2 and the assumption
that the diagram is a
pullback.
0
Theorem 3.11 (Composition
of derivations).
Let PROj = (IMPj + PARj + EXPj),
j = 1,2, be injective productions.
(a) If PRO1 : G+ Hl and PR02: HlJ
H are matched derivations,
then the
composite PRO1 . PRO2 is applicable to G and PRO1 . PRO2 : GJ H.
(b) Conversely, if PRO1 . PRO2 : GJ H, then there exists a speci$cation Hl such
that
l PRO1
is applicable to G and PROl: G=+Hl,
l PRO2
is applicable to H 1 and PRO2 : H 1 a H.
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Proof. Define

CON3 = CON1
CON2=Hl.
IMP2 + PAW

IMP1 t

G T

PAR1

x,,

+

CON2,

where

EXPl = IMP2

CON1 -Hl-CON2-H
Y

+

/”

IMP1 +,,PAR,CON1 = G

PAR2

-

and

EXP2

d2

The morphisms
cl : PAR1 + CON1 and ql : CON3 + CON1 are jointly surjective
since if x~C0Nl-cl(PAR1)
then dl(x)~Hl
but dl(x)irrl(EXP1)=/2(IMP2).
Since Z2 and s2 are jointly surjective,
dl(x)~
s2(CON2),
say dl(x)=s2(y).
But
then by definition of pullback, x = ql(z) and y = q2(z) for some z E CON3. Hence,
if x E CON1 - cl(PAR1)
then x E ql(CON3).
The following diagram is a pullback
PAR3
I
PI

I

PAR1

p

CON3
I

I

41

- r,

CON1

sinceifh:D~PARlandhf:D~CON3aresuchthatql.h’=cl.h,thenforxED,
and
s2~q2~h’(x)=dl~ql~h’(x)=dl~cl~h(x)=rl~el~h(x)=/2~el~h(x)
therefore, for some y E PAR2, c2(y) = q2. h’(x). Since rl . el . h(x) = 12. e2(y) and
the pushout complements
CON1 and CON2 exist, y = p2(z) for a unique z E PAR3
for which h(x)=pl(z).
Define k:D+PAR3
by letting k(x)=z.
Then pl. k(x)=
pi(z) = h(x) and q2 * p. k(x) = q2. p(z) = ~2. p2(z) = c2(y) = q2. h’(x). Since q2
is injective, p. k = h’. The uniqueness
of the morphism k follows from the uniqueness
of z.
In the same diagram, ql is injective (since i2 and s2 are) and therefore trivially
injective up to p. Also cl is injective up to pl since if we let cl(x) = cl(y), then
rl . cl(x) = rl . cl(y) and hence, by the Gluing Condition on Z2 and i2, el (x) = i2( u)
and cl(y) = i2( V) for some U, 0 E PAR2. But then, by definition of PAR3, there exist
(Y,/? E PAR3 such that pl(cw) =x, p2(cu) = u and p2(/3) =y, p2(/3) = u. In particular,
x,ycpl(PAR3).
By applying
Lemma 3.10, we can conclude
that CON1 = CON3 +.PAR3PARl.
Composition
of pushouts
gives us G = IMP3 +PAR3 CON3. By symmetry,
H =
EXP3 +tPAR3CON3.

14.5
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The

proof

of part (b) of the theorem
PAR1 and CON2 = CON3 +t,,,,

CON3 + PAR3
CON1 +PAR, IMP1
EXP2 +PARZ (CON3
In order

and

to define

Hl = EXPl

that

+,,,,

PAR2).

the union

is direct,
by dejining
PAR2 and then showing

+pARi (CON3

+PARJ PARl)

CON1 =
that G=
and

H =

0
of derivations,

we first need

the notion

of sub-

production.
Definition

3.12 (Category ofproductions).
A production morphism m : PRO0 + PRO1
two productions
PROj = (IMPj t PARj+ EXPj), j = 0, 1, is a triple m =
such that the two squares in the following diagram
(m,, mp, mL: ) of SPEC-morphisms
commute

between

IMP0

10

-

PAR0

EXPO

,~~,,

ml

IMP1

2

-

PAR1

,1

- ?‘1

‘“t

EXPl

Production
morphisms
can be composed
(componentwise)
with (id, id,id) the
identity w.r.t. this composition.
The category of SPEC-productions
and production
morphisms
is denoted by CATPROD
and its morphisms
referred to as PRODmorphisms.
Definition

3.13 (Amalgamation

of productions).

Given a subproduction
PRO0 of
PROD-morphisms
ml : PROO+ PRO1 and
of PRO 1 and PRO2 w.r.t. PRO0 is the pushout
i.e., the SPEC-production

PRO1
and
PR02,
i.e., injective
m2 : PRO0 + PR02, the amalgamation
object of ml and m2 in CATPROD,
IMP1 +,MPO IMP2
where

7

PAR1 +pAR” PAR2

EXPl

e3

+t,,,

EXP2

i3 and e3 are the unique
ones induced by the universal
is denoted by PRO1 + PRoOPR02.
of PAR1 + PAR”PAR2. The amalgamation

the morphisms

property
Remarks.

The amalgamation

of PRO1 and PRO2 w.r.t. PRO0 is defined

lines of the amalgamation
of Graph Productions.
The construction
mated production
can be iterated, satisfying the usual properties
and idempotency,
in addition to commutativity
[ 171.

along the

of the amalgaof associativity

The result of applying an amalgamation
of productions
can be reconstructed
from
the behavior of the single productions,
provided that the specification
it is applied
to can be decomposed
as a union.
Theorem

3.14 (Union

and (PROj,

cj) : Lj-

of derivations).

Let PRO0 be a subproduction

Rj for j = 0, 1,2.

If there exist morphisms

such that mj,. . CO= cj. mjp,
(PRO1

+

PRO0

PR02,

then

cl +<(, ~2): Ll +f,,, L2+Rl

of PROj,j

= 1,2

mj,- : CON0 + CONj

+f,, R2.
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Proof. To show that PRO1 +r,,o, PRO2 is applicable
to Ll t,, L2, it is sufficient
to find the pushout complement
of IMP3 = IMP1 +,MPO IMP2 w.r.t. L3 = Ll +LO L2.
The

context

pushout

needed

of mlc

is the

and m2,.

of the commutativity

specification

CON1 +coNOCON2,

That this is the pushout

of colimits

complement

the object

of the

is a consequence

for which

L3 = Ll +L, L2
= (IMP1 +PAR, CONl)
=

(IMP1

+~,MPO

IMP21

=

IMP3 + PAR3CON3.

+(IMPo+,,,,,coNo)
+(PARI

+,,,,,PARZ)

(IMP2
(CON1

+PAR2
+coiw

CON2)
CON21

The context morphism c3 : PAR3 + CON3 is the unique one induced by the universal
property of PAR1 + PAR0PAR2. That the result of the direct derivation is R 1 +RO R2,
is again a consequence
of the commutativity
of colimits [17].
0
The applicability
of the productions
PROj to Lj in a compatible
way (mj,. * CO=
cj * mj,) implies the applicability
of the amalgamation
PRO1 fpROO PRO2 to the
union Ll +t,, L2. The converse is not true in general, unless additional
conditions
are imposed on the production
morphism
m.
Definition 3.15. A production
morphism (m,, mp, m,): PROO+ PRO1 is consistent if
(1) I’O(PAR0) 1 m;‘(il(PARl)),
eO(PAR0) 2 mi’(el(PAR1));
(2) m, and i0 satisfy the Gluing Condition
and mE is injective up to e0.
The term consistent comes from the fact that if m,(x) is an item preserved by
PROl, then x is an item preserved by PROO. Similarly for m,(x).
In [3], for graph
productions,
PRO0 is a subproduction
of PRO1 if there exists a consistent production
morphism.
The easy proof of the following results is left to the reader.
Facts 3.16. (1) Lf PRO0 is a consistent subproduction of PROj, j = 1,2, then PROj
is a consistent subproduction of PRO1 +pRoo PR02.
(2) If PRO0 is a consistent subproduction of PRO1 and PRO1 is applicable to L
via 1: IMP1 + L, then PRO0 is applicable to L via 1. m, : IMPO+ L.
The result

in Theorem

3.14 deals

with the application

of two productions

on

different parts of a specification,
in the case in which their overlap is exactly the
subspecification
to which the common subproduction
is applied. With the assumptions of this theorem, if IMP0 = PAR0 = EXPO, then the production
PRO1 is applicable to L3 since L3 = Ll +t,, L2 = IMP1 +pAR, (CON1 +cONO L2) using the associativity of the union
of specifications
[17]. The result of applying
PRO1 is
PRO2
(CON1 +cON,, L2) +PAR, EXPl = Rl +cONO L2 = R 1 + LOL2. The production
can now be applied to the resulting specification
since
Rl f,,

L2= Rl +cONO (CON2
= (Rl

f,,,,

CON2)

+pARZ IMP2)
+ PARZIMP2
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to yield the specification

So the

result

productions
heavily

the

is the

Two
11 and

via morphism

same

as applying

of the Parallelism

by both productions

3.17 (Independence).

L=$R2

amalgamation

This is the essence

on the preservation

Definition

PR02:

of applying
sequentially.

direct

Theorem.

of the common

derivations

12, respectively,

the two
It relies

part.

PRO1 : LJ

R1

are parallel i-independent

and
if

the intersection
of IMP1 and IMP2 in L consists of common gluing items only, i.e.,
Zl(il(PAR1))
n /2(i2(PAR2))
1 Zl(IMP1) n 12(IMP2) (the inclusion in the opposite
direction always holds). Parallel o-independence
is defined in terms of EXPi. The
derivation
sequence
PRO1 : Rl a L, PRO2 : L+R2
is sequentially independent if
PROll’
and PRO2 are parallel i-independent.
There is an algebraic characterization
of parallel independence
which will be
needed in the proof of the Church-Rosser
Property.

Lemma

3.18. Zf PRO1 : L+Rl
and PR02: L=+R2
are parallel independent,
11 : IMP1 -+ L and 12 : IMP2 + L factor through s2 and s 1, respectively.

IMP1

-

IMP2 -

PAR1

-

PAR2 -

then

EXPI

EXP2

an item x E IMP2, 12(x) E L. Since I1 and sl are jointly surjective, either
12(x)= 11(y) for some y~1MPl
or
/2(x) = sl(z) for some z E CONl.
by parallel independence,
there exists w E IMP1 X, IMP2 such that q l( w) = y,
q2(w) =x. Define k2(x) = cl(jl(w))
withjl : PAR1 xL PAR2+ PARl. The commutativity property is easily checked.
For
(a)
(b)
In (a),

Theorem
vations

3.19 (Church-Rosser
property).
Given two parallel independent direct deriPRO1 : LaRl
and PR02: LJR2,
there exists a specijkation R such that

F. Parisi-Presicce
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PRO2 : R 13 R and PRO2 : R2a

R as in the following
PRO2

L -

PROI
II

Rl
Proof.

Consider

the

CON1

X, CON2.

By the universal

diagram

in

and PAR2 + CON0

diagram

R2

PROI

PAR1 + CON0

of modularsysfems

design

ll

-r’

R

PRO2

the

previous

property

lemma

of pullbacks,

making

the diagrams

-

PAR2

CON1

-

CON0

-

PAR1

CON2

-

i
IMP1

A
s2

define

exist morphisms

CONO=

(1) and (2) commute.

IMP2

L

and
there

kl

By construction,
(O)+(2) and (O)+(l)
are pushouts.
Since sl and s2 are jointly
surjective (k2 . sl = 12 and s2 are), both injective and (0) is a pullback, it is also a
pushout.

Therefore

also (1) and (2) are pushouts.

Now
define
R = (EXPl +pARr CONO) +coNO (CON0
associativity
property of pushouts [17], we also have
R = (EXPl

Next notice

+p,,,,

+p.,R2 EXP2).

By

the

CONO) +pARZ EXPZ.

that

R 1 = EXPl + PAR, CON1 = (EXPl

+p,R,

= (EXPl

+PAR, CONO) +coNO (CON0

= (EXPl

+PAR, CONO) +p,,R, IMP2.

These two combined imply that PR02:
Similarly for PRO1 : R23R.
0

Rl JR

CONO) +c,,,

CON1

+pARZ IMP2)

via the context

EXPl

+PAR, CONO.

Notice that PRO1 and PRO2 become parallel o-independent
w.r.t. R and, by
definition
the derivation
sequence PRO1 -’ : R 1 + L, PRO2 : L=$J R2 is sequentially
independent.
Similarly
for PRO1 -’ : R + R2 and PRO2 : R 1 a R. The diagram
obtained
by replacing
PRO1 with PROll’
is the graphical
interpretation
of the
following result.
Corollary

3.20.

tion sequence,

IfPRO : LJ

R 1, PRO’ : R 13

R is a sequentially

independent

then there exists a specijication R2 such that the sequence

deriva-

PRO’: LJ

R2,

E Parisi-Presicce

R is sequentially

PRO : R23

R2 are parallel

independent.

design

of modular

Furthermore,
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systems

PRO : LJ

Rl and PRO’ : LJ

i-independent.

The effect of applying
one direct derivation

sequentially

using

Theorem 3.21 (Parallelism
parallel

/ Rule-based

i-independent

a simple
theorem).

derivations,

independent

derivations

amalgamation

Zf PRO1 : L+Rl
then

can be obtained

with

of the two productions.

there

exists

and
a

PR02:

LJ

parallel

R2

are

derivation

(with PROl: R23R
and PR02: Rl+R
as in Theorem
PRO1 +~oo PR02: LJR
3.19) for some subproduction PRO0 of PROi, with IMP0 = PAR0 = EXPO.

The subproduction

PRO0 of this theorem

is not unique

and can be chosen

in the

range of specifications
which goes from the empty one to the pullback object of
11: IMP1 + L and 12: IMP2+ L. The productions
are different but, with different
contexts, will produce the same specification
R.
Example 3.22. Define the production

PS-PRO = (PS-IMP+

PS-PAR+

PS-EXP)

by

letting
PS-PAR = PS-IMP

= boo1 +&
opns
eqns

PS-EXP = PS-PAR+m
opns

eqns
SEAR-PS(P*,

p*, type, seats

EQP:p*p* + boo1
EQP( P”, P*) = TRUE

ps
CREATE-PS : +ps
SEAR-PS :p*ps + boo1
RESERVE-PS : p* type seats ps + ps
SEAR-PS( P*, CREATE-PS)
= FALSE

PS) = TRUEjRESERVE-PS(P*,

This production
PRO can be applied
morphism
1’: PS-IMP+
R
with

TYPE, SEATS, PS) = PS

to the specification
R of Example 3.2 via the
= l[f(seats) = nat,
lk(type) = str
and

ll,(p*)

l&,(EQP) = Eq. Since PS-IMP=
PS-PAR, there is no need to check for the Gluing
Conditions.
The application
of PS-PRO to R produces the specification
R’=nat+string+m
opns

eans

f% Ps
CREATE-FS:
-+fs
SEARCH-FS
: nat fs + boo1
ADD-FS : nat str nat fs + fs
RETURN-FS
: nat fs + dep
CHANGE-FS:natnatfs+fs
CREATE-PS
: +ps
SEAR-PS : p* ps + boo1
RESERVE-PS
: p* type seats ps + ps
SEAR-PS(P*,
CREATE-PS)
= FALSE
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PS) = TRUEJRESERVE-PS(P*,

SEARCH-FS(
N, CREATE-FS)
= FALSE
SEARCH-FS(N,
FS) = TRUE*ADD-FS(
SEARCH-FS(

design of modular systems

TYPE, SEATS, PS) = PS
N, STl, ST2, FS) = FS

N, FS) = TRUE

*RETURN-FS(
The productions

JV, CHANGE-FS(
FS-PRO

N, STI, FS)) = ST1

and PS-PRO are sequentially

independent

since the images

of FS-EXP and PS-IMP in R overlap only in nat +&ring. By Corollary 3.20, they
can be applied in any order. Furthermore,
by the Parallelism
Theorem, we can
obtain

R’ directly

from

L with one direct

derivation

by applying

the production

FS-PAR +boo, PS-PAR+ FS-EXP +boo, PS-EXP)
(FS-IMP +boo, PS-IMP*
by amalgamating
PS-PRO and FS-PRO with respect to the subproduction
boo1 + bool).

obtained
(boolt

4. From productions to modules
After determining,
via the SPEC-productions,
that the goal specification
can be
realized using the library modules, we need to specify the interconnections
of the
modular system, that is, we need to describe how the goal is realized. The modular
system is to be built using the definition
of applicability
of a production
and the
way parallel, concurrent
and amalgamated
productions
may have been constructed
during the derivation.
We begin with the notion of applicability.
The application
of a production
with
a given semantical functor (such as the interfaces of a module specification)
induces
a unique “compatible”
functor, between the semantics of the related specifications,
which leaves unchanged
the semantics of the context.
Theorem 4.1 (Induced functor).
Let PRO = (IMP+ PAR+ EXP) be a SPEC-production and F : Alg(IMP) + Alg(EXP) afunctor such that Vi = V, . F. If (PRO, c) : LJ R
with 1: IMP+ L and r : EXP+ R, then there exists a unique extension
of F to a functor
Fl:Alg(L)+Alg(R)
such that F. V,= V; Fl and v,= V,. Fl.
Proof. Let L = IMP + rAR CON

as in Definition

3.1. By [lo],

every A E Alg( L) is

the amalgamated
sum I f, C of I E Alg(IMP),
P E Alg(PAR) and C E Alg(CON)
with Vi(I)=P=
V,(C).
Define
Fl:Alg(L)+Alg(R)
by letting
Fl(I+.C)=
F(I)+,C.
Then V,(Fl(L+,C))=C=V,(L+,C)
and F(V,(I+pC))=F(I)=
V,(F(I) +p C). Such a functor is unique by the uniqueness
of the amalgamated
sum of algebras [lo] and can be expressed as the amalgamated
sum of functors
Fl=F.
v+viV,.
q
The applicability
of a production
realizes the transformation,
provided
of a module specification.

to a specification
that the production

induces a module which
consists of the interfaces

F. Parisi-Presicce
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4.2 (Derivation

PAR+

specification

EXP)

MOD
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Let

actualization).

as

be composed

of the interfaces

and let R be derivable from

there exists a module specijkation

4.1 by the semantics

PRO =

part of the module

L via PRO with context CON.

Then

such that

MOD1

of MOD1

SEMl

production

and parameter

(1) L and R are the import and export interfaces
(2) the semantics

the

151

of MODl,

is the unique functor

induced

as in Theorem

SEM of MOD.

Proof. Define PS = (CON, CON) as the parametrized
specification
with identity
morphisms id : CON + CON and let MOD1 = act,.( PS, MOD) where c : PAR+ CON

is the context morphism
of the derivation
from L to R. By Definition
2.4, the
interfaces
of MOD1 are IMP +t,,, CON = L and EXP tPAR CON = R while its
parameter part is the parameter CON of the parametrized
specification
PS. Furthermore, by Definition
2.4 the semantics
of MOD1 is given by SEMl(Z +p C) =
SEM(Z)

+pC,

the functor

induced

by SEM described

in Theorem

4.1.

0

In order to “translate”
the derivation
sequences into system design, we need to
be able to translate the operations
on SPEC-productions
into operations
on the
module specifications
which realize the productions.
The counterpart
of the amalgamation of productions
is the union of the modules which correspond
to the single
productions.
The proof is immediate
and is omitted.
Theorem

4.3 (Realization
of
PROi = (IMPi + PARi+ EXPi)
and let PROi be realized by the
of MODi via the morphisms
productions PRO1 + PRoOPRO2
w.r.t. MODO.

Theorem

4.4

amalgamation

(Amalgamation

module specification
mi,,

mi,,

mi,,

be a subproduction

PRO0

via PROD-morphisms

mi: PROO+
Zf MOD0

MODi.

and mi,,

is a submodule

then the amalgamation

The functor

functors).

is the amalgamated

of

i = 1,2,

PROi,

can be realized by the union of MOD1

of induced

of productions

Let

amalgamation).

of

and MOD2

induced

by the

sum of the individually

induced

functors.
Proof.

Let Fj: Alg(IMPj) + Alg(EXPj)
be the functor
associated
with PROj =
(IMPj + PARj+ EXPj) satisfying
V,, = V,, . Fj and V,,,,, . Fj = FO . V,,,,. Then the
functor F3 = Fl +F-o F2 of the amalgamated
production
induces, by Theorem 4.1,
the functor
F3’(13 +t,, C3) = F3(13)

= F3((ZL $10 12))

+P,+,>,,P~

=[Fl(Zl)

+m,/w

F2(Z2)1

=

+PI

[Fl(Zl)

= (Fl’

by repeated

application

+p3 C3

cl]

(Cl

+co

+P,+~,,PZ

+[F”(IOl+P,,CO]

‘3)
(Cl

[WI21

+t,o

‘=‘)

+P,

C21

+ FO.F2’)( 13 +pX C3)

of the subobject

distributivity

property

of colimits

[ 171.
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Parallel

i-independent

4.3. If two

direct

derivations

give rise to a simple

PRO1 : L3

derivations

and

PR02:

special

then the occurrences

gluing

i.e., in a subspecification

common

case of Theorem

L=$ R2 are

of IMP1 and IMP2 in L intersect

independent,
parts,

Rl

parallel

to PAR1 and PAR2.

Corollary 4.5 (Union
with
shared
subparameter).
Let
PRO1 : LA Rl
PRO2 : L3 R2 be parallel i-independent, with PROj = (IM Pj + PARj + EXPj)
ized by the module specification MODj, j = 1,2, and let R be the speci$cution
Theorem

3.19. Then there exists a speciJicution

i-

only in common

PAR0 and morphisms

and
realus in

mj, : PARO+

PARj, j = 1,2, such that the derivation LJ R can be realized by actualizing the union
MODI +PARO MOD2 of MOD1 and MOD2 w.r.t. their shared subparameter part
PARO.
The union of two module specifications
with respect to a subparameter
part is a
special case of the general union [l]. The counterpart
of the composite
of two
productions
is the composition
of the modules having the productions
as interfaces.
Theorem

4.6 (Realization
of composite).
Let PRO3 be the composite PRO1 . PRO2
of two productions PROj = (IMPj + PARj + EXPj), j = 1,2. 1f MODj realizes the
production
PROj,
then the composite
PRO3
is realized by the composition
MOD2. MODl.

The proof is immediate
comparing
the definition
of composite
production
(Definition
3.8) with the construction
of the interfaces of the composition
of modules
(Definition
2.5).
The main goal of this section can be stated as follows: if there is a sequence of
direct derivations
such that G 3” H, then there exists a module specification
MOD,
built using the realizations of the productions used in the derivation, such that
INT(MOD):
G+H
(where INT(MOD)
is the production
consisting
of the interfaces and parameter part of MOD).
At the level of generality,
this statement is not a theorem in that it does not take
into account the correctness
of the module specifications.
Conditions
must be
similar
to those imposed
on module
imposed
on the derivation
sequence,
specifications
to be combined correctly. The simplest case considers only derivation
sequences which require union and composition
(as in [2]) as the only interconnections.
Theorem

4.7. Let G a*

of derivations

(PROi,

H via the derivation sequence

PRO,+,)

there exists a module specz$cution

PROi and
INT(MOD)

the
: G+

operations
H.

of

is either sequentially

PRO,,

. . . , PRO,,. If each pair

independent

or matched,

then

MOD built using the realizations of the productions
union,

composition

and

actualization

such

that
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Proof idea. For each pair of matched derivations,
realization,
for sequentially
independent
pairs,
sequence

of productions

with composition
provides
PRO.

with one production

and union

the actual

parameter

of the realizations)
CON
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construct the composition
of their
their union. After replacing
the

PRO (realized

by the module

the direct derivation

with which to actualize

built

PRO : G-H

the module

realizing

0

More general cases with partial composition
and product and derivation sequences
which are not sequentially
independent
but related via a specification
will be
discussed

in forthcoming

5. Concluding

papers.

remarks

In this paper, we have proposed
an approach
to the development
of software
systems based on ideas and techniques
from the algebraic theory of Graph Grammars. Given an initial specification,
SPEC-productions
are applied sequentially
or
in parallel to generate another specification:
if the productions
are the interfaces
of module specifications
from a library, then the derivation
sequence can be translated into a modular
system. We have seen in detail the composition
and the
amalgamation
of productions
and how to interpret direct derivations.
Keeping in
mind the connection
between modules and productions,
we should also investigate
the effect that refinements,
extensions
and in general the vertical development
of
module specifications
induce on the productions.
The circular applicability
of
productions
could suggest, for example, a cyclical interconnection
(recursion [IS])
of modules.
The problem of determining
whether an arbitrary graph can be generated from
an initial configuration
via the productions
is not only a nontrivial
problem, but
also an undecidable
one, in general. The situation
does not improve with SPECproductions
but there is hope that by restricting
the class of productions
(as for
graphs to context-sensitive
or context-free
precedence
grammars)
the derivability
problem could be solved. In any case, SPEC-productions
are not intended
as an
automatic tool, but as an aid to the development
of modular systems.
Upon discovering
the impossibility
of deriving the goal specification,
we are
interested
in determining
whether it is sufficient to modify one (or more) of the
productions
or whether a new production
is needed. In the first case, we should
investigate methods to detect the adequacy of a modification,
to describe the altered
production
and to extend the modification
to the rest of the module. Preliminary
results have been presented
in [20]. The second case presents a more difficult
problem,
as it requires the definition
of a module, given a production.
It is the
essence of software development,
where the interface (production)
specification
can
be considered
as a requirement
specification
for a module
while the module
specification
gives its design
[6]. The problem
of “realizing”
an interface

F. Parisi-Presicce
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specification,

with or without

of independent
A module

implemented

design of modular systems

its own given semantical

functor,

is a problem

worthy

investigation.
specification

the body of the module
the export

/ Rule-based

interface

can be viewed
provides

in terms

an implementation

of those

of the import.

(as in [22]) by the import

SEM: Alg(IMP)+Alg(EXP).
specification
MOD, between
from SPEC via the interfaces
an implementation

functor.

as the description

specification

of an implementation:

of the sorts and operations
The export

of

specification

via the constructor

is

functor

The functor induced by the semantics of a module
Alg(SPEC)
and Alg(SPEC’)
when SPEC’ is derived
of MOD (as in Theorem 4.1), can also be viewed as
In general

the approach

is useful

for other notions

of

implementation,
using functors from Alg( IMP) to Alg( EXP) other than the semantics
of modules, for the constructors
in the sense of [22]. The development
process using
their notion of implementation
corresponds
to a sequence of direct derivations.
The
approach
stresses the fact that the development
is independent
of the realization
of the interfaces and needs only a “translation”
of the sequence of direct derivations
into an “interconnection”
of their realizations.
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